Abstract-Understanding driver behaviors is an important need for the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. In particular, the pedestrian detection systems become extremely distracting and annoying when they inform the driver with unnecessary warning messages. In this paper, we propose to study the driver behaviors whenever a pedestrian appears in front of the vehicle. A method based on the driving actions and the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) algorithm is developed to classify the driver awareness of pedestrian and the driver unawareness of pedestrian. The method is successfully validated using the collected data from the experiments that are conducted on a driving simulator. Furthermore, two simple methods based on the static parameters such as the Time-To-Collision and the Required Deceleration Parameter are also applied to our problem and are compared to the proposed method. The result shows a significant improvement of the HMM-based method compared to the simple ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ESEARCH on pedestrian detection systems has become quite active in both academia and automotive industry [9] . These systems can reliably detect the pedestrian in front of the vehicle and inform the driver of there presences. However, due to the lack of knowledge on the driver states, they can become extremely distracting and annoying when they detect pedestrians. Therefore, taking into account the driver behaviors in order to inform him at the right moment is a challenging task for such a system to work more efficiently.
Recently, researchers have been investigating the driver abnormal state detection such as fatigue, somnolence or distraction detection [5] [4] [16] [2]. These studies can be somehow applied to the pedestrian warning systems but they do not cover all the dangerous situations related to pedestrians because they don't consider the particular driving context. The proposed problem is to analyze the driver behaviors in a particular situation related to pedestrians and to detect if the driver is unaware of them.
The work presented in [7] was related to the scope of this paper. Based on the driving data, the authors proposed a probabilistic model in which they calculated the probability of an deceleration reaction is caused in response to driver's awareness of a pedestrian. However, a deceleration reaction is insufficient to confirm the driver awareness of a pedestrian because it could be a simple reaction to control the vehicle speed. Car driving is a complex activity that involves every levels of human cognition and requires an important level of situation awareness (SA) [6] .
In this study, we focus on observing the driving actions such as accelerating, braking and steering whenever the driver is aware of pedestrian (DAP) or unaware of pedestrian (DUP). Hence, we proposed a method that uses two Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to represent the DAP and the DUP and a likelihood ratio threshold to classify them. Indeed, the HMM is considered to be a suitable tool to model the driver states through time and to recognize the significant temporal data patterns. Its formulation decomposes conveniently the DUP or the DAP into the distinct atomic levels which incorporates driving actions with a specified duration. This paper also compare this method with the two simple methods based on the relationship between observations such as the Time-To-Collision (TTC), or the Required Deceleration Parameter (RDP). An experiment is performed with our driving simulator platform and the collected data are used for the performances analysis of the methods.
The paper is organized as follows: Part II presents the driver behaviors inference problem and the different factors involved in the decision making. In Part III, two simple methods based on the TTC and the RDP are presented follow by the proposed approach based on the HMM. In Part IV, we describe the experiment with its protocols and how we collected the data. In Part VI, we present some statistical results in two validation approaches. Finally, a conclusion with some future work is provided in part VII.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let us consider a situation where a pedestrian appears at a certain distance in front of the vehicle. We consider different situations where the pedestrian is in different states (walking, standing, running) at different traffic positions (on lane, crossing mark, side walk). We suppose that the pedestrian can cross the road at any moment and the situation becomes dangerous. The objective is to recognize the driver unawareness of that pedestrian. For example, a driver who intents to stop in front of the pedestrian or to pass by the pedestrian safely is considered to be aware of that pedestrian.
The driving actions are tracked as early as possible whenever the pedestrian is recognized by the pedestrian detection system (at t 0 for example). The measurements taken in the T w time sliding window are used to classify the driver behaviors as Awareness of Pedestrian (DAP) or Unawareness of Pedestrian (DUP). Different values of T w are analyzed in the algorithm development; a larger T w requires more computational cost and might also include irrelevant measurements.
In case the driver is unaware of the pedestrian (DUP), the system will warn him at t warn which corresponds to the critical moment when the Time-To-Collision (T T C) reaches the its minimum T T C min (Fig 1) . Figure 1 . Case 1 and 2, the driver is supposed to be aware of pedestrian. If the driver is unaware of pedestrian (case 3), a warning is activated at T T C min
III. APPROACHES

A. Simple Methods
1) Time-to-Collision based:
One of the most intuitive approaches to detect the driver unawareness is to use the time-to-collision (T T C). This type of temporal property is usually used for road traffic safety analysis [12] . Indeed, the TTC is defined as: "The time required for two vehicles to collide if they continue at their present speed and on the same path" [10] . It is simply calculated as: T T C = r |Vv−Vp| . Where V v and V p are the vehicle current speed and the pedestrian speed respectively, r is the distance between the vehicle and the pedestrian. For this method of classification, the T T C value is computed when the vehicle's deceleration crosses a predefined threshold which indicates a reaction of the driver when he is aware of the pedestrian. Then the driver is classified as DUP if T T C < T T C th where T T C th is the threshold presenting the time given for the driver to stop safely in front of the pedestrian after a deceleration. This static parameter can be adjusted to change how conservative the algorithm is in its classifications.
2) Required Deceleration Parameter based: The second simple technique is to use the Required Deceleration Parameter (RDP). In [18] [1], the RDP was used for classifying the driver as compliant or violating at road intersection. The idea is to provide the deceleration needed for the vehicle to stop safely knowing its distance to an obstacle and its current speed. It is defined as : RDP = V 2 2rg where g is the gravitational acceleration constant. For a given RDP th threshold, the driver is classified as DAP whenever the RDP is bigger than RDP th . The RDP can be seen as a relationship between the vehicle speed and the time-tocollision :
T Cg when the pedestrian speed is neglected in the formula of the T T C. This represents the acceleration reaction of the driver at the specific critical time.
B. Hidden Markov Model Based Method
The HMMs have been successfully used in speech recognition [11] , signature recognition [23] , and gesture recognition [22] . In the driving context, the HMMs were used with a dynamical scheme to predict the driver actions (right turn, left turn and stop) within the first 2 seconds of an action sequence [13] . In [13] , a single HMM was used to identify the vehicles in conflict with other vehicles in a limited intersection road with appropriate measurements of the egovehicle and surrounding vehicle dynamics. In [8] [1], the authors used different frameworks of HMM to estimate the driving behaviors (left or right turn, straight or stop) at intersection and classify the driver as violator or compliant at intersection from the driving signals.
In [20] , we have proposed to a discrete HMM to classify the DUP and the DAP. However, the discretization of the driving signal can lead to a degradation of its signification. Thus, in this paper, we propose to use the observation as a continuous signal and to model the distribution of emission by a Gaussian mixture distribution. The Gaussian distribution is the most common and easily analyzed continuous distribution. It is also a reasonable model for our study. Using the driving actions, we propose to build two Gaussianmixture-HMMs for two distinct behaviors: Driver Awareness of Pedestrian (DAP) and Driver Unawareness of Pedestrian (DUP).
In more details, a HMM can be characterized by: 
• At a time t each state can produce one r-dimension observation v which are the continuous driving signals.
• This emission probability distribution is assumed to be a mixture of multivariate Gaussian :
where M is number of component of mixture and each component ℵ is a r-variate Gaussian distribution parameterized by a mean vector μ jm and a covariance matrix Σ jm .
• Therefore, the HMM can be written in a more compact form as λ = {Π, A, B}. There are three problems of interest that must be solved for the model to be useful in real-world applications, the evaluation problem, the decoding problem and the learning problem.
Firstly, we are interested in the learning problem which allows us to optimally adapt the model parameters to the observed training data. Suppose we have two sequences of observations from training data: one is from the DAP (V DAP ) and the other is from the DUP (V DU P ). These sequences can be considered emissions produced by the two HMM modeling behaviors: λ DAP = {Π DAP , A DAP , B DAP } and λ DU P = {Π DU P , A DU P , B DU P }. Using the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm [21] , two models λ DAP and λ DU P are learned from V DAP and V DU P respectively. Indeed, the EM algorithm adjusts the parameters of the given models by maximizing the conditional probabilities of the sequences of observations, i.e., λ * DAP = argmax λ P (V DAP |λ DAP ) and λ * DU P = argmax λ P (V DU P |λ DU P ).
Secondly, given a new sequence of observations V , the forward algorithm [21] is used with λ DAP and λ DU P to calculate the posterior probabilities P (V |λ DAP ) and P (V |λ DU P ). These probabilities presents how well the models match the given V (evaluation problem). Moreover, since nothing is known beforehand, the prior over the model is assumed to be uniform P (λ DAP ) = P (λ DU P ) = 0.5.
Finally, for this method of classification, the likelihood ratio
is calculated to determine whether the driver is likely to be aware or unaware of pedestrian. The threshold τ h is selected to adjust the performance of the DAP/DUP classification. It is usually computed by using the log probabilities which introduces the e term in the formula. Again, the classification occurs on the observations in a T w sliding time window. The The experiments are conducted on the driving simulator manufactured by Oktal [19] . This simulator is designed to be the most comfortable as possible in order to facilitate various conditions of experiments. The simulator is configured as shown in the Fig. 3 . Three 17-inches screens are placed at 1.5 meters in front of the driver with a real steering wheel mounted at a real comfortable position near the driver. The simulator is controlled by the driving engine SCANeR-Studio [19] which enables to create different driving scenarios as well as to record all necessary driving data. Then active drivers (7 men and 3 women) participated to the study during ten days. The mean age of the participants are 24 years (range from 20 to 28). They have at least one year licensed driving and was familiar with the simulator.
In order to limit the complexity of the situations, all scenarios don't contain other vehicle and only one pedestrian presents in each scene. The ego-vehicle and road parameters such as vehicle weight, size, or others features are fixed to approach real-world conditions. The test track is chosen to be a one-lane main road passing through a village. The maximum speed of the vehicle was limited to 80 km/h to discourage excessive speed. Twenty scenarios of pedestrian on straight road are proposed such as the pedestrian walks on the side walk or on the lane, runs on the sidewalk, crosses the road at the crossing mark (Fig 4) or not at the crossing mark, etc. The scenarios are varied in order to capture as many situation as possible in reality.
Two situations in which the driver was led to be aware or unaware of a pedestrian are proposed. We call them the DAP and the DUP simulations. In the DAP simulation, before each driving, we encourage the driver to avoid as possible as he can the collision with the pedestrian. The message of TTC value and the distance to the pedestrian are displayed through the driving time. Moreover, the driver is asked to press on a button on the steering wheel (on right hand) to indicate he has noticed the pedestrian presence. If the driver doesn't make collision to pedestrian, he is considered to be DAP. In the DUP simulation, the same scenarios as in the DAP simulation with no message, no pedestrian (more exactly, the pedestrian of the DAP simulation is set to be invisible) are used. The driver is asked to drive normally. If the driver does a collision with the invisible pedestrian, he is considered to be DUP. In order to annotate the DAP and the DUP data, three assumptions are proposed:
1. The driver is aware of the pedestrian when the pedestrian appears clearly on the center screen, and the driver has pressed on the button.
The awareness of pedestrian is a permanent behavior. If the driver is aware of the pedestrian at time t, he is considered to be aware of that pedestrian until he passes by the pedestrian or stops in front of the pedestrian (No collision happens). 3. If the driver is unaware of a pedestrian, he drives and does the same maneuvers on the vehicle like there is no pedestrian on the road (Collision happens in this case).
B. Measurement.
The driving actions data are automatically and synchronously logged into hard-disk at 20Hz without any filtering or smoothing processing. Five driving signals which are used for classification are recorded. The vehicle speed (km/h). The acceleration pedal position which is in [0; 1]. This value is equal to 0 when the driver releases completely the accelerator pedal. The braking force, which takes value in [0; 400] Newton (N ). The steering wheel angle, which takes value in [−π, π] radian (rad). And the time-to-collision (T T C), which is in second (s). During each driving time in the DAP simulation, from the instant when the driver presses the button to the instant when the T T C is equal to the T T C min , we extract all these driving data. Because of the different vehicle speed, this period can vary from 3s to 6s (from 60 to 120 value points). The same period of time is used to extract data in the DUP simulation. Recall that, only the driving that makes collision with invisible pedestrian are taken into account for the DUP. In the DAP simulations, we can see some reactions of the driver such as decelerating then braking in front of the pedestrian or turning the steering wheel to avoid the pedestrian and passing by him, etc. For example, in the Fig 5, the driver releases accelerator pedal at 5s of TTC and at 2s of TTC, he begins braking. On the other hand, the DUP simulations showed that none of these reactions occurs (Fig 6) . warned that he is unaware of a pedestrian and the situation is dangerous. We make the choice of T T C min on the cumulative human response time distribution presented in [14] . To summarize, the larger T T C min , the bigger the percentage of population to react on time to the warning. But a larger T T C min is expected to lead to a worse performance of the alert system because the final classification would be given earlier and after fewer measurements. To address this problem, the proposed algorithms are developed and evaluated at 1.6s of the T T C min which corresponds to 80% of the population [14] .
2) The Maximum False Positive Rate (FPR): In order to provide a good warning system. The classification is demanded to maximize the number of correctly identification of DUP (True Positive Rate) in minimizing the ratio of badly identification of DAP (False Positive Rate) which annoy the driver. In accordance with automotive industry recommendations, the maximum false positive rate is chosen to be 5% [1] . Moreover, this value of FPR is considered in order to chose the best threshold in each algorithm and to compare the performance between the algorithms.
B. Simple Method Parameters
The first parameter for the TTC-based method is the deceleration reaction threshold that indicates the awareness of pedestrian. This value is chosen at −0.075g in this study. Knowing that, the vehicle deceleration is less than −0.075g represents a brake activation [3] . The second one is the T T C th parameter. It is a natural choice for controlling how conservative the classifier should be and thus is used as the score for the ROC curve analysis. The classification outputs T T C min in case of there is no deceleration reaction from the driver.
In the RDP-based method, the only parameter is the RDP th therefore it taken as the score for the ROC curve with values ranging from 0.05g to 7g.
C. HMM-based Method Parameters
There are four key parameters for the HMM-based method: 1) the number of hidden states N ; 2) The number of Gaussian component M for the emission mixture-distribution B; 3) The T w sliding window size; and 4) the decision threshold τ h . The number of states determines how many different modes the HMMs can capture, and as a result, the range of behaviors that can be classified accurately. Different numbers of component M are also tested in order to find out the model that best represents the probability distribution of the emission of the observations. However, increasing the number of states or the number of component also increases the complexity of the model and the risk of over fitting the training data. From 8 to 13 hidden states, from 1 to 3 components of are considered, whereas three values of T w of 1s, 1.5s and 2s that consist of 20, 30 and 40 observations are tested. All combinations of these parameters were tested in order to find out the best model parameter. The decision threshold τ h is found when it maximizes the true positive at a false positive rate given. The Fig 7 shows the result of the best combinations that produced the highest rates of true positives while maintaining a false positive rate below 5% for the generalization test. Finally, N = 10, M =2, T w = 1.5s, and τ h = 214 are chosen. All the methods are developed in Matlab. The HMMbased method is implemented by using PMTK toolkit [17] . Although the HMM method seems a complex technique comparing to the simple methods, most of the computational complexity appears during the training phrase. For online classification of a new sequence of observations, the computation time of the testing phase is small. One testing runtime takes an average of 2 ms per sequence on a laptop core i5 2.4Ghz. Here, we just compare the performance of these methods in offline manner.
A. Basic Generalization Test
The first validation is a straightforward test of generalization. This consists of training the algorithms on a randomly selected subset that is a small fraction p of the data and testing on the remaining 1 − p. This approach demonstrates the generalization property of the algorithms. The value of p is chosen to be 0.2. The total number of samples used for this approach is 2000 DAP and 1000 DUP. In other words, 400 DAP and 200 DUP samples are used in the training phase, whereas the testing phase consists of 1600 DAP and 800 DUP samples. Finally, the receiver operation characteristic (ROC) curve is used to display the true positive and false positive rates of each set of algorithm parameters [15] . Each point on the ROC curve corresponds to a different threshold parameter of the classification. The choice of threshold for each algorithm is subsequently detailed in its respective section.
The ROC curves for the three methods (Fig8) show that the HMM-based method outperformed the simple methods. At 5% of false positive rate (truth DAP, response DUP), the HMM-based method can get 81,2% of True Positive Rate (truth DUP, response DUP) whereas the RDP-based method reaches 62% and the TTC-based method does not performed well with 47% of TPR. The RDP-based method can be thought more efficient when it considers the relationship between the deceleration reaction and the time-to-collision whereas the TTC-based method uses only a predefined deceleration threshold representing the braking activation. As we expected, the HMM-based classifier performed better because it is a rich model that couples observations into states that characterize driver behavior. Moreover that confirms our hypothesis on the time dependencies of the evolution in driver behavior when he is aware of a pedestrian. 
B. k-Fold Cross Validation
The second validation uses the standard k-fold crossvalidation technique for testing generalization. This involves to randomly divide the training set into k disjoints and equally sized parts. All the classification algorithms are trained k times while leaving out, each time, a different set for validation. The advantage of this k-fold cross-validation is that, by cycling through the k parts, all the data training data can be used while retaining the ability to test on a disjoint set of testing data. This validation estimates the performance of the algorithm in term of its ability to classify any given new input sequence. In this validation, a total of 2500 DAP and 1500 DUP samples are used in the k-fold cross-validation with k = 4. In this study, we proposed a new method to recognize the driver unawareness of pedestrian by observing the driving signals. Two distinct Gaussian-mixture-Hidden Markov Model were build and a decision method based on the likelihood ratio threshold was used for classifying the DAP and the DUP. In order to optimize safety in respecting the comfort for the driver, the method was developed to maximize the true positive rates while keeping the false alarm rates below 5%. The experiment on the driving simulator has been conducted with different participants and in different driving scenarios. The collected data was then used to train the classifier and to validate the method. Moreover, two simple methods based on the TTC and RDP are also added in the performance comparison. The results show the superiority of the HMMbased method with the 78% of good recognition, more than 20% comparing to the two simple methods.
In our future work, we will add the driver gaze and head tracking in order to perform a deep analysis of the driver behaviors. We suppose that the correlation between the driver's gaze direction to pedestrian and his driving reactions is interesting to be analyzed. Furthermore, instead of a binary classification as in this paper, another model will be established to determine the different levels of the DAP. Moreover, we will do another experiments with more realistic scenarios and more participants. A test in real driving conditions using our intelligent vehicle platform is also being considered 1 . ACKNOWLEDGMENT
